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Wow!  What a year 2015 was.  Record setting profits for 
almost everyone in the cattle business.  Kelli and I would 
like to thank you, all of our loyal customers for making 
2015 our best year ever for number of head A.I.’d and 
semen sales.  We feel very blessed to be able to work with 
some of the best people and cattle in the world.

Fast forward to 2016.  Volatile markets have led to more 
uncertain times.  None of us have control over this.  What 
we can control are the inputs into our herds including feed, 
management and genetics.

We have decided to take a little different approach to our 
semen marketing this year.  The bulls represented in this 
catalog are what we think will work best for a majority of 
producers in southwest Nebraska and surrounding areas.  
They are predominately highly proven sires that will present 
few surprises.  The Angus bulls were selected with heavy 
emphasis toward their performance in the Circle A Sire 
Alliance progeny test, which we feel is the gold standard in 
the beef industry.  It compares bulls based on how 100% 
of their steer crop performs.  That is a stark contrast to 
most of the data used to generate EPDs, which is sent 
in only on the animals that the breeder chooses, not the 
whole herd.

The majority of the bulls in this catalog are from a strong 
maternal base as most of you plan to keep replacements.  
We try limit our selections to bulls that are near average 
or below for milk, because that is all that most of your 
production systems will support, especially in dry years.  In 
addition to maternal we place much emphasis on feedlot 
performance.  Like many of you, we also feed cattle to 
finish and understand the value of efficient performance 
and payweight.  As with anything, balance is the key in 
genetic selection.

Having said that, we realize that every operation is a little 
different and if there are other bulls in the main ABS Beef 
Sire Directory that better serve your goals we are glad to 
get them for you.  In addition to that we can get semen 
on anything available in the Origen sire directory.  If you 
would like either one of those directories let us know and 
we will see that you get one.

Beyond that I wanted to share something I heard from 
Dr. Cliff Lamb last fall that I believe to be true.  He said 
“Pregnancy is likely the single most important ‘trait’ for 
every beef cattle producer.  Synchronization combined 
with AI is the most powerful tool that producers have to 
impact the fertility in their operations.”  As I think about 
that I wonder if we are asking ourselves the right questions 
when it comes to herd fertility.  We always talk about A.I. 
conception rate and of course we still want that to be as 
high as possible, but isn’t a percentage of the herd calved 
in the first 30 days the more important question?  What 
can we do to improve this?  I believe that using a CIDR or 

progesterone based synchronization and A.I. program on 
the late calving cows in your herd is worth the investment 
in the return you will get from moving those cows forward 
closer to the front of your calving season, not counting any 
genetic benefit you will gain from breeding to a high quality 
proven bull.  If you have not A.I. bred cows before or if 
you have only bred the early calving cows think about this 
and give me a call.  I would be happy to discuss it more 
with you.

If you have never A.I.’d anything before, now is the time 
to start.  With bull prices at the current levels in most cases 
it is less expensive to A.I. to a proven bull than to own an 
unproven one.  If you don’t think you have the facilities or 
crew or are unsure how this all works give me a call today.  
We will come and look and help figure out how to get it 
done.  With modern portable facilities it really is easier 
than you may think.  With nearly 100,000 head serviced 
in the past 10 years we have the people, facilities and 
experience to get the job done right.

Please note that Spring Special pricing ends on some 
of the bulls March 30th (see list inside back cover).  I 
encourage you to order early.  Also remember that ABS 
offers 0% interest financing until November 10, 2016 on all 
orders of $600 or more on ABS bulls.  Alternatively we can 
give a 3% discount if paid in full 10 days after your order.  
Just let us know what you prefer when you order.

We are as excited as ever about this spring and look 
forward to getting out in the field and working on your 
operations to help generate more profit for you in the 
coming years.

Lena, Travis, Kelli, Henry
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angus sire alliance standouts

 C F Right Design 1802
Summitcrest Complete 1P55
 Summitcrest Elba 1M17

more Complete
 Powerful COMPLETE son with double digit calving ease 

and an outstanding Sire Alliance proof
 Moderate, heavy muscled and attractive - a phenotype 

favorite of mine and many people that have seen him in 
person

	 Ranks	in	the	top	10	active	sires	for	Total	Profit	Index	
through the Angus Sire Alliance

 His sons were top sellers almost everywhere they were 
offered in 2015

Owned	by:	KM	Cattle	Co.,	IA;	ABS	Global,	Inc.	WI

BROKEN	BOW	x	C	C	A	Emblazon	702,	Spring	
Cove	Reno	4021,	Spring	Cove	Ranch,	ID	&	
Morgan Ranches, OR

	 Basin	Ambush	8161
Summitcrest Princess 0P12
 Summitcrest Princess 2J10

	 29AN1829	Broken Bow
 KM	Broken	Bow	002	 AAA	16764044	 Born	1/14/10

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.05 Top 25%
ADG	(lb/day) -.02

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $(1.67)
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $67.60 Top 10%
MATERNAl	INDEX $256.81

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+11 -1.1 +61 +106 +0.5 +.94 +18 +9.5 +14 +33 8 +56 +0.8 +39 +.65 +.69 -.015 17
-31.81 +72.28 +41.11 +156.03

.71 .88 .83 .78 .74 .75 .51 .24 .34 .42 32 .47 .30 .53 .60 .57 .56 234
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

	 G	A	R	Grid	Maker
S	A	V	Bismarck	5682
 S A V Abigale 0451

scale smashing Bruiser
	 The	#1	Sire	for	Total	Profit	and	Feed	Efficiency	Indexes	

through the Angus Sire Alliance commercial testing 
ground

 Transmits added volume, capacity and dimension
	 low	birth	weight	with	top	1%	Yearling	growth	EPD

Owned	by:	Schaffs	Angus	Valley,	ND;	Quaker	Hill	Farm	llC,	VA;	Woodhill	Farms,	Inc.,	WI;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

Dam	-	S	A	V	Miss	Bobbie	7463,	Gardner	Ranch	
Angus,	uT

 S A V 004 Predominant 4438
S	A	V	Miss	Bobbie	7463
	 S	A	V	Miss	Bobbie	4177

	 29AN1782	BrUiser
 S	A	V	Bruiser	9164	 AAA	16396531	 Born	3/5/09

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.30 Top 10%
ADG	(lb/day) +.17 Top 1%

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $27.56 Top 1%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $90.16 Top 1%
MATERNAl	INDEX $348.62 Top 1%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+10 +0.3 +69 +133 +0.2 +.15 +25 +9.0 +13 +19 25 +24 +0.3 +21 +.42 +.56 -.013 35
-12.30 +66.78 +34.40 +105.70

.72 .89 .83 .67 .67 .65 .56 .23 .37 .47 44 .45 .29 .61 .66 .62 .61 110
SPRING	2016	Top	35%
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ANGUSsire alliance standouts

 S A V 8180 Traveler 004
S	A	V	Net	Worth	4200
 S A V May 2410

Calving Ease, Efficiency and Phenotype
 Calving Ease EPD in the top 1% of the breed with an average 

progeny birth weight ratio of 99 on more than 700 calves 
reported in 99 herds

	 Angus	Sire	Alliance	top	25%	Feed	Efficiency	Index	and	top	
20%	Total	Profit	Index

	 Moderate	framed,	easy	fleshing	with	great	capacity,	width	of	
base and muscle shape

Owned	by:	Buford	Ranches	llC,	OK;	limestone	llC,	OK;	Evans	Farms,	TX;	Spruce	Mountain	Ranch	llC,	
CO;	ETR	Cattle,	NE;	Hartley	Angus	Ranch,	TX;	Mytty	Angus	Ranch,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

BluESTEM	x	NEW	DESIGN	036,	Spruce	Mtn	Rita	
1553,	Jensen	land	&	livestock,	CO

 C A Future Direction 5321
lCC	Erica	NG724
	 lCC	Erica	lG075

	 29AN1799	BlUestem
 Buford	Bluestem	9974	 AAA	16543415	 Born	1/28/09

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.26 Top 10%
ADG	(lb/day) +.00

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $4.41 Top 25%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $58.53 Top 20%
MATERNAl	INDEX $306.80 Top 5%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+17 -0.5 +53 +94 +0.1 +.78 -6 +10.0 +14 +17 38 +6 +0.0 +29 +.75 +.75 +.071 29
+6.28 +53.30 +37.17 +107.54

.73 .90 .84 .77 .75 .80 .52 .27 .41 .56 89 .45 .32 .57 .63 .61 .61 357
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

.90

	 Sitz	Traveler	8180
S A V Final Answer 0035
 S A V Emulous 8145

The Absolute Industry Leader
	 Multi-trait	excellence	with	big	time	calving	ease	to	growth	

spread, strong maternal traits, outstanding carcass merit 
and	documented	feed	efficiency	genetics

	 Ranks	in	the	top	1%	for	Feed	Efficiency	and	the	top	10%	for	
Total	Profit	through	the	commercial,	real	world	Angus	Sire	
Alliance testing environment

 Strong carcass proof, ranking among the top 10 bulls in the 
breed	fro	$B	Index	among	high	accuracy	sires	with	40	or	
more carcass records

	 Moderate	mature	size	bull	with	a	$W	(weaning	output)	
Index	in	the	top	3%	of	the	breed	and	top	10%	Docility

	 unique	high	output	sire	with	outstanding	feed	efficiency	
and	a	top	10%	$EN	(feed	savings)	Value

Owned	by:	Knoll	Crest	Farms,	VA;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

ABSOluTE	x	NEW	STANDARD,	RB	lady	Absolute	02-4514,	
Crouch	Angus	Valley,	IA;	Gary	Wall,	MT	&	Dave	Graber,	IN

	 Wulffs	Ext	6106
Thomas Miss Lucy 5152
 Thomas Miss Lucy 3050

	 29AN1783	aBsolUte
 K	C	F	Bennett	Absolute	 AAA	16430795	 Born	3/8/09 CalvinG

EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) +.23
ADG	(lb/day) +.16 Top 2%

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $16.56 Top 1%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $66.47 Top 10%
MATERNAl	INDEX $271.92 Top 25%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+13 -0.9 +66 +122 +0.3 +1.24 +26 +10.5 +14 +14 19 +10 -0.4 +49 +.88 +.87 +.075 40
+17.89 +80.16 +37.49 +163.33

.86 .94 .90 .84 .86 .85 .80 .37 .45 .53 70 .62 .63 .62 .67 .66 .65 466
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

.94
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angus Calving ease

	 A	A	R	Really	Windy	1205
V	D	A	R	Really	Windy	4097
	 VDAR	Blackbird	2031

Genetic Protection from the storm
 Maternally-oriented outcross for most of today’s popular 

pedigrees
	 Offers	excellent	calving	ease	with	solid	performance,	$W	and	

scrotal genetics
	 Now	proven	through	the	Angus	Sire	Alliance	where	he	

excelled	with	a	Feed	Efficiency	Index	in	the	top	5%

WIND	BREAK	x	Vermilion	Midland	N281,	
Paintrock	Windbreak	174-5,	Paint	Rock	Angus,	WY

	 Cole	Creek	Black	Cedar	46P
V D A R Lass 0307
	 VDAR	lass	4617

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.50 Top 2%
ADG	(lb/day) +.01

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $9.97 Top 5%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $40.82
MATERNAl	INDEX $285.95 Top 15%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+15 -2.2 +50 +85 +0.6 +1.52 +20 +14.5 +12 +18 0 +28 +0.2 +25 +.13 +.53 -.026 7
+3.87 +50.93 +21.64 +81.11

.59 .76 .66 .49 .26 .40 .24 .15 .19 .23 0 .25 .20 .32 .36 .34 .32 3
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Van	Dyke	Angus	Farm,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1874	winD Break
 V	D	A	R	Wind	Break	7062	 AAA	17280620	 Born	1/8/12

	 Boyd	New	Day	8005
MCC Daybreak
 MCC Miss Focus 134

Rock Solid Phenotype & Calving Ease
 Ranks in the top 2% of the breed for Calving Ease EPD with a 

YW	EPD	and	$B	Index	in	the	top	25%
 Dam has been a stalwart of the Stevenson program and has 

also	produced	Stevenson	CE	Deluxe	1914	and	Stevenson	
Hero	1216u

	 His	first	daughters	are	eye	catching	females	with	excellent	
udders

ROCKMOuNT	x	MONEYMAKER,	Stevenson	
Rockmount 41449, Stevenson Angus Ranch, MT

	 Sitz	Alliance	6595
FSHK Pride 180
 FSHK Pride 725

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+16 -1.0 +61 +105 +0.6 +.32 +11 +9.8 +16 +22 3 +42 +0.7 +38 +.59 +.79 +.050 0
-11.66 +63.57 +33.87 +129.19

.68 .85 .81 .72 .48 .74 .35 .23 .32 .42 27 .38 .26 .31 .41 .42 .41 187
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Stevenson	Angus	Ranch,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1934	roCkmoUnt
 Stevenson	Rockmount	RX933						AAA	16647203	 Born	3/24/10
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angussleep all night Calving ease

 S A F Focus of E R
Mytty	In	Focus
	 Mytty	Countess	906

elevated in FoCUs Genetics
 Proven, Fool Proof, Top 1% Calving Ease genetics
	 Solid	growth,	moderate	mature	size	and	outstanding	scrotal	

circumference
	 Ranks	in	the	top	25%	for	Feed	Efficiency	Index	through	the	

Angus Sire Alliance

SPECIAl	FOCuS	x	B	C	C	Bushwacker	41-93,	EXAR	
lucy	1061,	Double	Creek	Farms,	TX

 J R Something Special
B	P	F	Black	Cash	341
	 B	P	F	Black	Cash	944

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.21 Top 10%
ADG	(lb/day) +.00

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $4.36 Top 25%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $41.41
MATERNAl	INDEX $309.70 Top 4%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+18 -1.6 +52 +95 -0.1 +1.26 +4 +10.0 +12 +31 116 -6 -0.2 +46 +.68 +.38 +.092 29
-15.24 +68.78 +22.36 +135.84

.86 .94 .91 .88 .88 .86 .85 .21 .70 .79 396 .50 .34 .58 .64 .63 .62 979
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Basin	Angus	Ranch,	MT;	Vinson	Ranch,	MT;	Black	Pine	Farm,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1790	sPeCial FoCUs
 B	P	F	Special	Focus	504	 AAA	15140670	 Born	1/16/05

.94

	 Hero	6267	of	R	R	2418
H	A	Image	Maker	0415
	 H	A	Rito	Blackcap	9038

Proven Calving ease & maternal
 Proven, Fool Proof, Top 1% Calving Ease genetics
 Combines two of the highest customer satisfaction bulls ever 

at	ABS	in	IMAGE	MAKER	&	IN	FOCuS
	 Top	15%	$W	and	a	leader	fror	real	world	maternal	value,	

ranking	in	the	top	4%	of	the	Sire	Alliance	for	Maternal	Profit

Dam	-	Apex	Eriskay	5506,	Shipwheel	Cattle	Co.,	MT	 Mytty	In	Focus
Apex	Eriskay	5506
	 Apexette	Eriskay	3032

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+18 -2.2 +56 +95 +0.2 +1.42 +11 +11.5 +18 +27 51 +36 +0.5 +7 +.48 +.09 +.026 52
-14.74 +66.78 +29.79 +52.67

.82 .92 .88 .82 .83 .82 .78 .27 .59 .72 193 .46 .36 .65 .70 .68 .68 515
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Spickler	Ranch,	ND;	Shipwheel	Cattle	Co.,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1750	Chinook
 Shipwheel	Chinook	 AAA	15908864	 Born	2/6/07

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK

SHEAR	FORCE	(lb/day) -.15 Top 35%
INTAKE	(lb/day) -.02 Top 30%
ADG	(lb/day) -.03

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $(2.98)
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $36.36
MATERNAl	INDEX $310.07 Top 4%

Proven 
tenDer

.92
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angus Cow makers with Performance

	 N	Bar	Emulation	EXT
Nichols	Extra	H6
	 Nichols	Eileen	May	F261

Proven maternal Greatness
 Strong maternal and functional traits with enhanced Scrotal 

Circumference and Docility
 His Heifer Pregnancy and Maternal Calving Ease EPD’s rank in 

the top 3% of the breed
 Tim tested spread bull with Calving Ease in the top 35% and 

Yearling	Weight	in	the	top	20%	of	the	breed
	 Sire	Alliance	Total	Profit	Index	in	the	top	30%
 Daughters are long bodied, deep ribbed, slick haired and 

productive
 Top 5% for progeny proven tenderness

	 Nichols	Heavy	Duty	D20
Nichols	Black	Heiress	F346
	 Nichols	Black	Heiress	B3

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+8 +1.6 +55 +106 +0.6 +1.40 +16 +18.8 +14 +31 471 +22 +0.3 +38 +.65 +.36 +.001 71
-7.00 +76.61 +35.82 +118.58

.88 .96 .95 .93 .93 .93 .88 .62 .84 .91 1730 .80 .80 .73 .76 .76 .75 2840
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Spickler	Ranch,	ND;	Shipwheel	Cattle	Co.,	MT;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1644	extra k205
 Nichols	Extra	K205	 AAA	13752642	 Born	4/2/00

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK

SHEAR	FORCE	(lb/day) -.25 Top 5%
INTAKE	(lb/day) +.82
ADG	(lb/day) +.10 Top 10%

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $(2.35)
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $54.52 Top 30%
MATERNAl	INDEX $232.76

Proven 
tenDer

	 R	R	Hero	6267
Hero	6267	of	R	R	2418
 R R Everelda Entense 0413

the Proven maternal leader
 Long-term top seller based on calving ease, growth and 

female making ability
 Super customer satisfaction sire who has earned his way 

based on repeat business
	 Top	1%	for	$W	Index	ranks	among	the	breed’s	top	10	

PATHFINDER	sires
	 Top	15%	Sire	Alliance	Maternal	Index	with	a	very	high	

accuracy
	 I’ve	probably	sold	10,000	units	of	semen	on	this	bull.		Simply	

put the calves come easy and grow fast.  The daughters are 
very fertile and raise big calves every year.

	 H	96	Rito	2100	7371
H	A	Rito	Blackcap	9038
	 H	96	Blackcap	3835

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+11 +0.2 +64 +104 +0.5 +.49 +3 +15.0 +11 +35 895 +47 +0.4 +48 +.25 +.33 -.004 53
-23.26 +89.02 +18.95 +122.44

.94 .98 .96 .95 .93 .95 .89 .68 .89 .94 3848 .85 .82 .72 .75 .75 .74 4974
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Hinman	Angus,	MT;	Rollin’	Rock	Angus,	MT;	Kenneth	M.	Bodner,	MT;	Paul	Boylan,	MT;	
Witte	Angus,	NE

	 29AN1642	imaGe maker
 H	A	Image	Maker	0415	 AAA	13739532	 Born	1/23/00

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK

SHEAR	FORCE	(lb/day) -.11
INTAKE	(lb/day) +.77
ADG	(lb/day) +.09 Top 10%

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $(1.94)
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $43.31
MATERNAl	INDEX $283.31 Top 15%

Proven 
tenDer

.98

.96
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angusCow makers with Performance

	 Connealy	Product	568
Connealy Final Product
 Ebonista of Conanga 471

Performance, Phenotype and Maternal Heritage
 More moderate framed and wider based than his sire
	 Progeny	are	very	consitent	and	uniform	in	quality	and	kind
 First daughters are calving at Spring Cove and have beautifal 

udders
	 unique	combination	of	two	of	the	Sire	Alliance	standouts	in	

Final Product and Foresight
	 From	a	strong	proven	cow	family	at	Sitz	Angus	that	traces	

back to several maternal giants including Traveler 8180, 
Rainmaker	340,	CSu	Rito	4114	and	Traveler	124	G	D	A	R

	 Currently	he	has	187	head	of	progeny	with	a	BWR	of	98,	189	
head	at	weaning	for	a	ratio	of	102,	89	head	for	a	YWR	of	103

	 Woodhill	Foresight
Sitz	Pride	625W
	 Sitz	Pride	166K

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+5 -0.3 +63 +115 +0.0 +1.24 +3 +5.7 +8 +29 0 +0 +0.0 +18 +.57 +.37 +.052 14
-17.36 +76.72 +31.25 +77.46

.59 .81 .72 .63 .50 .67 .43 .31 .20 .25 0 .39 .26 .30 .39 .39 .38 80
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Sitz	Angus,	MT;	Spring	Cove	Ranch,	ID;	Triple	l	Angus,	ID

	 237AN2492	lonGevitY
 Sitz	longevity	556Z	 AAA	17179073	 Born	2/7/12

	 G	A	R	Retail	Product
Connealy	Product	568
	 Pride	Fine	of	Conanga	566

Highly Proven Cow Maker
 High customer satisfaction progeny due to their superior 

birth-to-yearling spread and impressive phenotype
	 unique	low	birth	weight	sire	with	outstanding	structure,	

thickness and muscle shape
 Developing a super maternal reputation, with highly 

productive	daughters	that	display	ideal	teat	and	udder	quality
 High accuracy sire that is a proven Sire Alliance leader for 

performance,	feed	efficiency	and	maternal	value

FINAl	PRODuCT	x	Sitz	upward	307R,	Montana	
Blackcap	Z009,	Chris	Effling,	SD	&	C	K	Cattle	Co.,	NE

 Connealy Deep Canyon 454
Ebonista of Conanga 471
	 Ebonisa	of	Conanga	5469

CalvinG
EASE

ANGuS
SIRE	AllIANCE EPD RANK
INTAKE	(lb/day) +.28
ADG	(lb/day) +.08 Top 20%

EFFICIENCY	INDEX $4.80 Top 20%
TOTAl	PROFIT	INDEX $50.02
MATERNAl	INDEX $295.75 Top 10%

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+3 +0.5 +63 +116 +0.5 +.88 +14 +4.1 +9 +28 521 +26 +0.4 +33 +.39 +.70 +.046 51
-6.57 +85.47 +26.84 +102.73

.93 .97 .96 .95 .94 .95 .90 .67 .84 .89 1875 .74 .71 .67 .71 .70 .69 4818
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Dameron	Angus,	Il;	Cherry	Knoll	Farm	Inc.,	PA;	C-5	Angus,	Il;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1789	Final ProDUCt
 Connealy	Final	Product	 AAA	15848422	 Born	1/23/07

.97
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angus exciting Prospects

 S A V Final Answer 0035
S A V Pioneer 7301
	 S	A	V	Blackbird	5297

Pioneering wave in multi-segment $ values
	 Rare	combination	of	top	end	$B,	$W	and	$EN	Indexes
	 Terrific	individual	performance:		98	BW,	109	WW,	114	YW,	105	

IMF	and	132	REA	ratios
	 Strong	initial	progeny	ratios	with	100	plus	calves	at	99	BW	

and	100	WW	with	his	first	26	calves	posting	average	scan	
ratios	of	101	IMF	and	107	RE

	 Impressively	sound	from	the	ground	up,	with	added	balance	
and eye appeal

	 Gardens	Wave
HR	T424	RO26	GW
	 B3R	R026	Blkcap	CDTStk	M258

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+10 +0.3 +56 +100 +0.7 +.97 +9 +14.6 +11 +19 0 +0 -0.2 +42 +.86 +1.39 +.028 0
+4.80 +61.20 +49.65 +153.73

.60 .74 .63 .44 .60 .56 .42 .20 .18 .24 0 .40 .30 .27 .37 .35 .35 26
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Bradley	3	Ranch,	TX;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1871	Pioneer wave
 B3R	Pioneer	Wave	Y409	 AAA	17217486	 Born	9/15/11

	 D	H	D	Traveler	6807
O	C	C	Emblazon	854E
	 Dixie	Erica	of	C	H	1019

Blazing a Powerful new trail
	 By	far	the	highest	performance	son	of	Emblazon	in	the	breed	

with	a	+74	$W	Index	and	+175	$B
	 Offers	more	frame	than	Emblazon	with	tremendous	thickness,	

capacity	and	fleshing	ability
 Progeny are very consistent with a nice pattern - daughters 

are	ideal	with	excellent	udder	quality
 A rare combination of high growth performance and 

moderate milk

	 Rito	1I1	of	2536	Rito	6I6
SH Forever Lady 3124 5118
 Toebben Forever Lady 3124

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+12 +0.3 +71 +122 +0.2 +.10 +15 +7.4 +9 +20 2 +30 +0.0 +52 +.63 +1.06 +.042 0
-11.12 +74.06 +36.86 +175.05

.60 .78 .68 .63 .74 .66 .34 .21 .23 .29 4 .40 .28 .28 .39 .37 .38 66
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Molitor	Angus,	KS;	luddington	Cattle,	OK;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1938	emBlazon 999
 lD	Emblazon	999	 AAA	16665803	 Born	9/15/09

EMBlAZON	999	x	HARB	Pendleton	765	J	H,	Molitor	
999	Emblaze	066-454,	Wayne	Schwartz,	KS
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angusexciting Prospects

 S A V Final Answer 0035
K	C	F	Bennett	Absolute
 Thomas Miss Lucy 5152

outright impressive
 Top seller in the Haynes Cattle Co. Sale, and considered by 

most who have seen him to be the highlight of spring 2015 
Angus sales season

	 Impressive	ABSOluTE	son	with	tremendous	length	that	is	
very	sound	on	the	move	and	exhibits	more	thickness	than	his	
sire

	 He	started	life	at	a	modest	70	pounds	and	has	been	on	fire	
ever	since,	posting	performance	ratios	of	108	WW	and	123	
YW	along	with	a	scan	record	of	115	IMF	and	107	REA

 His dam is a feminine made, moderate framed female with 
tremendous	capacity	and	excellent	udder	quality

	 B/R	New	Day	454
HAYNES	ND	454	Miss	179
	 HAYNES	Miss	Infocus	984

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+13 -1.1 +66 +127 +0.3 +1.27 +21 +7.0 +13 +21 0 +44 +0.1 +52 +.69 +.77 +.029 0
-13.45 +68.03 +36.56 +161.84

.39 .44 .33 .35 .36 .38 .31 .18 .15 .21 0 .34 .23 .24 .36 .30 .34 0
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Haynes	Cattle	Company,	CO;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1941	oUtriGht
 HAYNES	Outright	452	 AAA	17925323	 Born	1/10/14

 Summitcrest Complete 1P55
KM	Broken	Bow	002
 Summitcrest Princess 0P12

Taking Aim at Total Profit
	 Excellent	blend	of	calving	ease,	growth	and	maternal	in	one	

package
	 Sired	by	the	balanced-trait,	Sire	Alliance	leader	BROKEN	BOW
 Combines a top 15% Calving Ease EPD with top 5% growth, 

$W	and	$B
	 Posted	a	78	lb	BW,	103	WWR	and	explosive	111	YWR
 Very correct made and masculine with a big top and hip - the 

most	impressive	young	bull	I	saw	at	the	stud	this	fall

	 C	C	A	Emblazon	702
Spring Cove Pretty 205
 Spring Cove Pretty 009

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+11 -0.4 +60 +112 +0.5 +.98 +18 +14.8 +12 +33 0 +40 +0.5 +45 +.58 +.62 -.001 0
-29.83 +71.42 +35.71 +158.29

.36 .44 .33 .35 .35 .46 .28 .14 .10 .19 0 .29 .15 .21 .34 .27 .31 0
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Spring	Cove	Ranch,	ID;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1949	CrossBow
 Spring	Cove	Crossbow	 AAA	17924903	 Born	1/24/14
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angus terminal

	 Boyd	New	Day	8005
MCC Daybreak
 MCC Miss Focus 134

DaYBreak’s most Powerful son
	 His	+11	CED,	+95	WW	and	+169	YW	EPDs	offer	the	most	

impressive calving ease and growth combination in the 
industry

 Dominant post weaning performance ranking #2 among 
active	sires	for	both	YW	EPD	and	$F	Index

	 His	+$214.36	$B	Index	also	ranks	#4	among	all	active	sires	in	
the Angus breed

	 His	first	160	calves	are	ratioing	100	at	birth	and	105	for	
weaning weight in 29 herds

	 Ideal	4355	of	0T26	2440
QHF	Blackcap	6E2	of4V16	4355
	 QHF	Blackcap	4V16	of	1H8

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+11 +0.8 +95 +169 +1.4 +1.89 +3 +20.9 +14 +28 2 +137 +1.4 +80 +.53 +1.48 -.042 0
-55.80 +90.56 +41.42 +214.36

.64 .79 .69 .43 .55 .56 .44 .22 .21 .28 2 .44 .29 .36 .45 .39 .39 4
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Molitor	Angus,	KS;	luddington	Cattle,	OK;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AN1891	ramPaGe
 Quaker	Hill	Rampage	0A36	 AAA	16925771	 Born	9/11/10

 Connealy Onward
Werner	War	Party	2417
	 BAAR	uSA	lady	Jaye	489

tour of Force
 He is one of the hottest bulls on the planet combining big 

time birth to yearling spread with a powerful type and kind
	 Top	2%	standout	for	$W	and	$B	indexes
 Sound structured, athletic, big framed, long and thick

 Vermilion Dateline 7078
B	A	lady	6807	305
	 G	D	lady	Hi	Flyer	302

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $G $B

+9 +2.3 +79 +145 +0.4 +.59 +34 +10.7 +12 +31 2 +42 +0.6 +66 +.41 +.94 -.031 0
-38.75 +84.06 +32.57 +174.35

.73 .90 .85 .56 .50 .52 .60 .20 .23 .29 3 .40 .27 .30 .39 .39 .38 64
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Riley	Bros.,	WI;	Crouch	Angus	Valley,	IA

	 237AN2394	toUr oF DUtY
 R	B	Tour	Of	Duty	177	 AAA	16984170	 Born	1/24/11

Son	-	29AN1964	SuPER	DuTY

.90
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red angus

	 BKT	Julian	7526	G
Beckton	Julian	GG	B571
	 BKT	Marta	9A13	Jl

timeless Genetics
	 Breed	leading	Calving	Ease	and	Birth	Weight	EPDs
 Daughters in production are gorgeous, highly productive 

females
 Ranks among the Top 40 active sires in the Red Angus breed 

for	HerdBuilder	Index
 Moderate framed, long bodied bull with added muscle 

expression

	 BFCK	Cherokee	CNYN	4912
1BWJ	Barmaid	54P
	 Beckton	Barmaid	M554	CH

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw milk me hPG Cem staY marB YG Cw rea Fat hB Gm

+15 -3.5 +73 +107 +23 +0 +13 +2 +18 +.51 +.01 +28 +.41 +.01
+193 +51

.51 .69 .63 .62 .41 .19 .34 .51 .45 .40 .34 .49 .34 .42
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	Buffalo	Creek	Red	Angus,	WY;	Red	Hill	Farms,	TN;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29AR0261	JUlian 1w
 Redhill	B571	Julian	1W	 RAAA	1308289	1A	 Born	1/2/09

	 Beckton	Nebula	M045
Beckton	Nebula	P	P707
	 Beckton	lana	M809	EP

the Premier Curve Bender & Carcass sire
 Among an ultra-elite group of proven sires ranking in the top 

3%	of	the	breed	for	both	HerdBuilder	&	GridMaster	Indexes
	 PREMIER	progeny	and	his	service	have	commanded	attention	

around the country and have been highly sought after
 Progeny are thick made, correct, well balanced and clean 

fronted
	 Exceptional	EPDs,	packaging	low	birth	weight	and	high	

growth with added carcass merit

	 5l	Destination	893-6215
Brown	MS	Destination	T7664
	 Brown		MS	Julia	M7788

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw milk me hPG Cem staY marB YG Cw rea Fat hB Gm

+10 -4.6 +72 +107 +12 +2 +15 +8 +18 +1.17 +.17 +27 -.18 +.00
+204 +54

.52 .64 .57 .57 .45 .52 .27 .51 .42 .39 .34 .45 .34 .42
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned	by:	R.A.	Brown	Ranch	Family,	TX;	Crump	Red	Angus,	WY;	Howard	Red	Angus,	OK;	B	&	l	Red	
Angus,	OK;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29AR0258 Premier
 Brown	Premier	X7876	 RAAA	1379610	1A	 Born	1/14/10

PREMIER	x	lOGAN,	Brown	Tremendous	Z7326,	
loosli	Red	Angus,	ID
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red angus/simmental

	 Beckton	Epic	D404
Beckton	Epic	K	F075
	 Beckton	Belga	D483	KR

Genetics with EPIC Influence
 Highly proven impact sire you can breed across the entire 

herd
	 Moderate	Birth	Weight	with	breed	leading	weaning	and	

yearling performance
	 Calves	exhibit	excellent	volume,	muscle	and	solid	growth
 Paternal side of the pedigree is an outcross to nearly 

everything else in the breed

	 Beckton	Julian	GG	B571
Beckton	Kit	F468	Jl
	 Beckton	Kit	A517	NP

CalvinG
EASE

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw milk me hPG Cem staY marB YG Cw rea Fat hB Gm

-7 +0.6 +78 +133 +22 -8 +12 +3 +16 +.55 +.25 +50 +.49 +.08
+145 +51

.89 .94 .92 .92 .88 .69 .71 .88 .53 .59 .48 .61 .56 .56
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

Owned by: Milk Creek Reds, MT

	 29AR0236	ePiC
 Beckton	Epic	R397	K	 RAAA	1042135	1A	 Born	3/19/15

EPIC	x	lchmn	Enterprise	137OH,	lSF	SRR	Superb	
4044B,	Hageman	Red	Angus,	SD,	Orion	Beef	Group	
International,	MT	&	lN	Cattle	Company,	MT

 HC Hummer 12M
RC Club King 040R
	 RC	Miss	Griffey	038N

a Good Bet for added Performance
	 Blaze	Faced	bull	who	is	loaded	with	length,	muscle	and	power
 A true multi-dimensional bull who ranks in the top 10% of the 

breed	for	8	different	traits	and	indexes	and	in	the	top	20%	for	
13	traits	and	indexes

	 BIG	CASINO	is	a	unique	find,	not	just	for	phenotype,	but	is	
currently the only purebred bull in the breed to rank in the 
top	10%	for	BW,	WW,	YW,	ADG,	MCE,	YG	and	TI	Index

	 Progeny	are	stout,	big	hipped	cattle	with	extra	length	and	
most having a good splash of white on their face

	 DNA	tested	homozygous	black,	homozygous	polled,	PB	SM

	 JBS	MR	Desperado	301K
JBS	Miss	Des	301	512N
	 JBS	Miss	600u	512

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	Benda	Simmentals,	SD;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29SM0451 BiG Casino
 JBS	Big	Casino	336Y	 ASA	2602861	 Born	3/11/11

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

Ce Bw ww Yw aDG mCe milk mww staY DoC Cw YG marB BF rea shr $aPi $ti

+11.7 -1.0 +76.4 +115.8 +.25 +13.4 +20.5 +58.7 +15.3 +12.9 +37.1 -.42 -.07 -.085 +.96 -.20
$115 $75

.58 .80 .76 .70 .70 .38 .39 .48 .35 .41 .53 .40 .51 .45 .45 .37
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

.94
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simmentalPurebred

	 Nichols	legacy	G151
Hooks Shear Force 38
	 C&D	Tracy

add value to Your Program
 Calving ease sire that continues improving with each sire 

summary, in sound, moderate framed, muscular, well-
balanced package

	 Ranks	in	the	top	1%	of	the	breed	for	CE	and	STAY
	 Progeny	proof	has	earned	him	breed	leading	index	numbers	

ranking	in	the	top	1%	of	the	breed	for	API	and	top	3%	for	TI
 Consider for use on Angus based heifers if you want a whole 

lot more calf to sell in the fall than breeding them Angus
	 DNA	tested	homozygous	black,	homozygous	polled,	PB	SM

	 SRS	J914	Preferred	Beef
KNH	Miss	58S
	 KNH	Maren	32M

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	River	Creek	Farms	Inc.,	KS;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29SM0425 aDDeD valUe
 KNH	Added	Value	58W	 ASA	2503672	 Born	3/14/09

ADDED	VAluE	x	RC	Dream	On	052S,	RC	Added	
Value	229Y,	River	Creek	Farms,	KS

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

Ce Bw ww Yw aDG mCe milk mww staY DoC Cw YG marB BF rea shr $aPi $ti

+19.5 -2.0 +57.7 +85.3 +.17 +14.8 +21.7 +50.5 +28.9 +11.9 +17.7 -.40 +.49 -.060 +.86 -.36
$177 $80

.84 .88 .87 .86 .80 .79 .79 .81 .38 .76 .59 .42 .51 .48 .45 .51
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

	 MR	NlC	Superior	S6018
TNT	Tanker	u263
	 TNT	Miss	S17

Destined to Be a Breed icon
 Offers similar performance, muscle, length, moderation of 

frame and structural soundness as his sire with less birth 
weight

	 Backed	by	a	productive	cow	that	has	earned	4	at	122	nursing	
ratio

 Daughters are beautiful, feminine high volume females with 
excellent	teat	and	udder	quality

 He comes from a large operation that make their cows work 
for a living.  His daughters will work in commercial range 
conditions

	 DNA	tested	homozygous	black,	homozygous	polled,	PB	SM

 ESMJ54
MS	NlC	Stevie	R5267
	 GFI	Darla	M410

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	NlC	Simmental	Ranch,	SD;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29SM0434 iCon
 MR	NlC	Icon	X0104	 ASA	2573393	 Born	4/8/10

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

Ce Bw ww Yw aDG mCe milk mww staY DoC Cw YG marB BF rea shr $aPi $ti

+7.6 -0.1 +64.2 +93.4 +.18 +19.6 +31.6 +63.7 +20.6 +14.7 +25.1 -.30 +.02 -.034 +.86 -.09
$117 $69

.55 .77 .73 .71 .70 .36 .36 .45 .32 .41 .54 .40 .51 .46 .45 .36
SPRING	2016	Top	35%
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Simmental Percentage

	 MR	NlC	Superior	S6018
TNT	Tanker	u263
	 TNT	Miss	S17

simangus excellence
 Lower percentage Simmental option with all the power and 

mass of his sire
	 Dam	is	and	outstanding	Bennett	Total	x	004	x	600u	going	

back	to	the	famed	Tizzy	cow
	 Will	sire	excellent	daughters	and	calves	that	perform
	 DNA	tested	homozygous	black,	homozygous	polled,	5/8	SM,	

3/8	AN

	 K	C	F	Bennett	Total
TNT	Miss	T34
	 TNT	Miss	R170

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	TNT	Simmental	Ranch,	ND;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29SM0441 PUnCh
 TNT	Punch	Y260	 ASA	2625005	 Born	3/3/11

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

Ce Bw ww Yw aDG mCe milk mww staY DoC Cw YG marB BF rea shr $aPi $ti

+7.5 +1.0 +63.3 +105.3 +.26 +16.3 +28.0 +59.6 +17.8 +34.6 -.22 +.32 -.048 +.62 -.09
$125 $69

.60 .75 .69 .69 .60 .45 .45 .51 .39 .52 .38 .48 .44 .41 .35
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

 Hooks Shear Force 38K
Hooks Trinity 9T
 Hooks Pearl 22-P

Luxury Crossover
	 CADIllAC	is	a	red	SimAngus	who	is	re-writing	the	book	for	

performance	and	eye	appeal	with	measured	total	profitability
 First progeny are impressing ranchers across the country with 

their calving ease combined with incredible performance and 
phenotype

 Progeny proof has catapulted him to the top 10% of the 
breed	for	both	CE	and	API,	top	2%	for	WW	and	top	3%	for	TI

	 Dam	is	by	the	legendary	GRAVITY,	sire	of	super	moderate,	big	
ribbed, stout made females

	 DNA	tested	homozygous	polled,	1/2	SM,	3/8	AR,	1/8	AN

	 lCC	Gravity	B252l
Rempe	Stabilizer	YD032
 719

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	Hayse	Farms,	IA;	Rempe	Farms,	NE;	leachman	Cattle	of	Colorado,	CO;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

	 29SM0468	CaDillaC
 leachman	Cadillac	l025A	 ASA	2760758	 Born	1/14/13

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

Ce Bw ww Yw aDG mCe milk mww staY DoC Cw YG marB BF rea shr $aPi $ti

+16.4 -1.8 +80.8 +115.8 +.22 +6.9 +16.7 +57.1 +8.1 +35.4 -.14 +.52 -.006 +.69
$157 $87

.48 .66 .56 .50 .50 .27 .27 .35 .07 .42 .25 .39 .20 .29
SPRING	2016	Top	35%
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hereford

	 HH	Advance	767G	1ET
Cl	1	Domino	9126J	1ET
	 Cl	1	Dominette	490	(DOD)

the Calving ease Cowmaker
	 Becoming	the	standard	for	calving	ease	on	purebreds	and	

making baldies
	 No	sire	in	the	breed	can	match	his	proven	combination	of	

calving ease and maternal traits
 Maternal machine, ranks in the to 10 of all high accuracy sires 

for teat and udder EPDs
	 Daughters	are	moderate	framed,	big	ribbed	and	easy	fleshing	

with fantastic udders
	 Won’t	sacrifice	carcass	traits	with	excellent	marbling	and	

ribeye area

 SH Diamond 881
uPS	Miss	Diamond	1353
	 uPS	Ms	Milehigh	8330

CalvinG
EASE

Owned by: CK Ranch, KS

 29HH0838 Domino 3027
 uPS	Domino	3027	 AHA	42426386	 Born	3/8/03

DOMINO	3027	x	/S	Mister	Mom	7745,	/S	lady	
Domino	145Y,	Shaw	Cattle	Co	Inc.,	ID

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw sC milk m+G mCe mCw Us ts Cw Fat rea marB Bmi Cez Bii ChB

+10.7 -1.1 +48 +77 +1.1 +37 +61 +6.7 +68 +1.46 +1.50 +60 +0.008 +0.43 +0.39
$26 $26 $19 $33

.72 .94 .92 .92 .85 .87 .66 .86 .80 .80 .84 .79 .80 .79
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

	 Bar	JZ	Tradition	434
EFBEEF	Schu-lar	Proficient	N093
	 Gerber	117F	Dixie	009K

multi-trait Bonanza
	 Superior	calving	ease,	top	1%	for	CED	and	BW	EPDs,	

additionally	top	1%	for	BMI	and	CEZ,	and	top	5%	for	MARB	
EPD

	 Sired	by	the	great	female	maker	PROFICIENT,	who	ranks	in	
the to 10 of all sires for combined teat and udder EPDs

 Producers are impressed with not only calving ease, but also 
the consistent and attractive good look his progeny display

 Schu-Lar On Target 22S
Hyalite	22S	lass	876
	 Hyalite	TS	lass	406

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	Genoa	livestock,	llC,	NV;	Rausch	Herefords,	SD;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29HH0923 Bonanza
 Genoas	Bonanza	11051	 AHA	43174342	 Born	2/21/11

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw sC milk m+G mCe mCw Us ts Cw Fat rea marB Bmi Cez Bii ChB

+8.8 -4.7 +47 +76 +2.0 +27 +51 +7.9 +84 +1.14 +1.22 +56 +0.039 -0.03 +0.42
$35 $27 $30 $29

.41 .83 .77 .76 .53 .24 .32 .47 .30 .30 .58 .56 .58 .60
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

.94
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charolais

	 M6	Grid	Maker	104	PET
Fink	8790	of	2126	GM
	 Finks	lady	2126G113Budet

A New Leader in Genetic Supremacy
 Supreme calving ease with added growth and phenotype
	 A	Docility	changer,	both	sire	and	progeny	are	incredibly	quiet	

and easy to handle
 High customer satisfaction sire, breeders love his progeny for 

their combination of calving ease, performance, phenotype 
and docility

 Raile 2250 T082
RC	Nicole	T082	V175
	 RC	Nichole	0219

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	Raile	Charolais	Farm,	KS;	leachman	Cattle	of	Colorado,	CO;	J-Mar	Genetics,	VA;	ABS	Global,	
Inc.,	WI

	 29CH0216	sovereiGn
 Raile	Sovereign	J827	Y064	 AICA	M	808527	 Born	2/1/11

SOVEREIGN

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw sC milk DiP mCe tm Cw rea Fat marB C Pg U Pg/Grp tsi

+10.5 -1.6 +30 +63 +0.8 +13 2 +7.0 +27 +20 +.47 +.024 -.04 19 28
206.58

.53 .70 .57 .52 PE .18 .12 .40 .46 .40 .44 4
SPRING	2016	Top	35%

	 M6	Grid	Maker	104	PET
EC	No	Doubt	2022P
 EC Lady Duke 2022P

Problem solved
 Front pasture phenotype, moderate, attractive and big 

bodied,	with	added	muscle	expression
	 Genetic	standout	-	balanced	‘no	holes’	EPD	profile	to	

complement any female
	 Multiple	generations	polled,	out	of	a	beautiful	first	calf	heifer	

and granddam that has 5@105 nursing ratio
 Standout young sire whose progeny boast his complete 

phenotype and balanced EPD package
	 DNA	tested	homozygous	polled

	 BEM	Bulldozer	51M
JCH	Ms	Bull	Dozer	T388
	 JCH	Ms	Easy	Pro	N42

CalvinG
EASE

Owned	by:	Doll	Ranch,	ND;	Hubert	Charolais	Ranch,	KS;	Brent	Broberg,	NE;	ABS	Global,	Inc.,	WI

 29CH0205 solUtion
 DCR	MR	Solution	W13	 AICA	M	780258	 Born	2/2/09

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw sC milk DiP mCe tm Cw rea Fat marB C Pg U Pg/Grp tsi

+1.9 +0.1 +34 +70 +0.8 +10 25 +4.1 +27 +28 +.43 +.011 +.11 0 73
215.21

.69 .87 .78 .69 .53 .39 .43 .33 .36 .30 .28 9
SPRING	2016	Top	35%



STOCKMEN’S
SOURCE 

Real Bulls 
for Real Stockmen

2016 Semen Directory - anguS

www.chrismancattleservices.com/CFC.html
Travis Chrisman • 308-883-6781

Stockmen’s Source Beef Bulls

www.broken-mranch.com
Jeremy Martin • 308-325-3287

This outcross performance bull made history at the 2011 Cole Creek Angus sale where he became their highest selling bull ever.  He was selected for his 
powerful phenotype and tremendous individual performance coming out of a herd that is forced to work in a real world environment.  He continues to 
impress us more with every calf we get. Currently his progeny record average performance ratios of 101 at weaning and yearling time and 103 for ribeye.  
Like most great bulls, he comes from a great dam who has produced 10 natural calves at 108 nursing ratio and 111 yearling ratio.  He is a stout-featured, 
easygoing performance bull that sires tremendous length of body, loads of volume and extra rear end.  He is a minimal sort sire whose calves weigh up 
heavy at weaning and yearling and offer lots of payweight in the feedlot.  The first daughters are sound-structured, hard-working young cows with strong 
udder attachment and excellent maternal behavior.  It appears they will last a long time.  Co-owned with Neiman Cattle Co.

Cole Creek Black Bore 572 - The first son of 
Full Bore offered at Cole Creek Angus brought 
$37,000 going to Ginger Hill Angus in Virginia.

Full Bore daughter pictured at 2 after first 
calving.

Full Bore as a yearling

Cole Creek Full Bore 730
AAA# 16720408 • Born 2/15/10

 C H Quantum 6247
Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
 Cole Creek Clova Juanada 67

 HBR Encore 0544
Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P
 Cole Creek Jumboleen 876

Stockmen’s Source is a joint genetics and bull marketing venture 
between Chrisman Family Cattle and Broken Bar M Ranch, Jeremy 
& Gail Martin from Hershey, NE.  We focus on maternal Angus and 
SimAngus genetics that will thrive in range environments and still 
produce calves that grow fast and offer good payweight in the feedlot.  
We closely monitor mature daughter weight in relation to yearling and 
carcass weight in order to produce true ‘curve bender’ cattle.  Our 
emphasis on older, more proven genetics from older sires and dams 
results in EPDs that are behind many of the sires available to use.  
However, we have fed these cattle to finish and do not see the difference.  In fact, often times they have out-performed other sires that offer 
more growth on paper.  If you are looking to build a strong maternal foundation with genetics stacking several generations of proven bloodlines 
this group of bulls is worth your consideration.

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+5 +2.6 +45 +85 +0 +.77 +4 +3.9 +1 +28 6 -37 -.3 +23 +.01 +.44 +.027 14
-3.91 +50.73 +28.93 +56.76

.47 .80 .70 .58 .36 .42 .30 .11 .29 .40 30 .28 .20 .17 .28 .26 .24 34
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EASE



anguSStockmen’s Source

Full Sister - C F C Primrose 4C17 16X3 at a year Dam - Sinclair Primrose 16X3 Z194 at 11 yearsFull Sister - C F C Primrose 2CF4 as a wet 2

C F C Pistoleer 2c31
AAA# 17494746 • Born 8/28/12

 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
Cole Creek Full Bore 730
 Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P

 N Bar Emulation EXT
Sinclair Primrose 16X3 Z194
 N Bar Primrose U2110

This powerful son of Full Bore offers growth and maternal performance with 
added longevity bred in. He was the standout bull of the 2012 calf crop from 
day one and has never looked back. In his first proof at 9R Land & Cattle his 
steer calves outweighed those by the highly proven ABS Foresight bull by 30 
pounds despite having a 24 pound disadvantage in weaning EPD. The first 
registered calves are ratioing 102 at weaning and 107 at yearling.  Genes for 
production and longevity are set on both sides of the pedigree, but particularly on the dam side where his dam is still youthful and productive at 12. Most 
impressive is his grand dam that raised 13 natural calves on schedule before she was flushed and then lived to 20. 

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+2 +2.9 +39 +73 +.72 +4 +4 +23 -1 +0 +22 +.06 +.17 +.027
+1.48 +31.09 +22.73 +62.77

.19 .29 .24 .22 .05 .05 .13 .18 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05

C F C Cold Powder 2C51
AAA# 17615812 • Born 8/30/12

 Cole Creek Black Cedar 46P
Cole Creek Full Bore 730
 Cole Creek S G Jumboleen 76P

 N Bar Prime Time D806
Sinclair C Pride 5P64 2F21
 N Bar Clova Pride S C C 2F21

This calving ease son of Full Bore has been used successfully on heifers. He 
posts individual ratios of 99 at birth, 110 weaning and 108 yearling out of 
a dam who records 8 calves at 98 birth ratio, 8 at 105 weaning and 7 at 
102 yearling. His dam is very long and level in her topline with great neck 
extension and has super udder attachment with ideal teat size at 10 years of 
age. As an added bonus, both Cold Powder and his dam are extremely docile 
and he seems to be passing this on to his first calves with regularity.  Expect 
good frame and length with average muscle and bone.  He has the shape of a true calving ease sire.

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+9 -.3 +37 +71 +.64 +7 +25 -36 -.4 +21 +.35 +.18 +.045 1
+0.86 +40.54 +20.61 +71.90

.28 .41 .30 .26 .05 .12 .17 .05 .05 .10 .13 .15 .12 1

Dam - Sinclair C Pride 5P64 2F21 Yearling Daughter - C F C Enchantress 4C21 Daughter - C F C Primrose 5C13

CalvinG
EASE

CalvinG
EASE
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CFC Vindicator 4015
AAA#  18136157 • Born 8/5/14

Vindicator could prove to be a very important breeding piece to help preserve and continue the most influential and utilized bloodline in history.  Despite a 
high level of inbreeding this bull has exhibited excellent growth performance.  He offers more frame and better scrotal circumference than most EXT bred 
bulls with a 36.5 cm measure at 13 months.  This bull has tremendous length, neck extension and width of chest floor with more bone than you would 
expect with this pedigree.  With a 50% relationship to EXT and a 37% relationship to Emulation 31 while also coming from a dam that produced to age 17, 
expect his progeny to be fertile and long lasting.  He ranks in the top 4% of the breed for projected feed savings on his daughters ($EN), while still being in 
the top 40% for weaning output ($W).  We are seeking a registered partner to help get a proof on this bull.  Call Travis if interested.

anguS Stockmen’s Source
C F C Powertrain 3A3

AAA# 17872655 • Born 9/3/13

 Sitz Alliance 6595
H A Power Alliance 1025
 H A Rito Lady 4167

 N Bar Emulation EXT
Sitz Pride 2188
 Sitz Pride 838

Pictured at 14 months right after coming home off of fall range, this bull is a strong representation of the best in Rito and Emulation breeding.  He has been 
a stand out since birth and will see use here for some time.  His proven sire is a true curve bending bull that ranks in the top 15% of the breed for carcass 
weight, but then can shut the growth down as his daughters rank in the lightest 20% of the breed for mature weight.  Equally as important they may have the 
best hoof shape and depth of heel of any Angus bull we have used.  His EXT dam is a model Angus range cow with a flawless production recording 10 calves 
at a 96 birth ratio, 11 at 102 weaning ratio and 9 at 105 yearling ratio.  She is still very sound and in embryo production today at 17 years of age.

Sire - H A 
Power  

Alliance 
1025

Dam - Sitz 
Pride 2188

Dam - N Bar Kinochtry Beauty Z1925

Double Grand Sire - N Bar Emulation EXTMaternal Brother - Sinclair Entrepreneur 8R101, 
senior herd sire at McCumber Angus, ND

Benfield Elliot 029
AAA#  16761931 • Born 3/2/10

 Hero 6267 of R R 2418
H A Image Maker 0415
 H A Rito Blackcap 9038

 Jauer Java 8136
Benfield Edella 1105
 Benfield Edella 7813

 N Bar Emulation EXT
N Bar Emulation Ext V722
 N Bar Blackbird 4307

 N Bar Emulation EXT
N Bar Kinochtry Beauty Z1925
 N Bar Kinochtry Beauty 4310

Full-brother to Benfield Substance at Genex, Elliott is the product of a proven mating from an outstanding dam.  He is a surefire calving-ease sire that is well 
above average for yearling weight, much like his popular sire.  Phenotypically, he is long-spined and good structured with more mass and muscle than most 
Image Maker sons.  Expect his daughters to be similar type to the Image Makers with more fleshing ability.

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+13 -1.5 +62 +98 +.4 +.41 +7 +12 +10 +21 1 +31 +.3 +39 +.13 +.29 +.012 2
-10.04 +65.05 +39.55 +97.10

.38 .56 .45 .42 .34 .41 .05 .05 .22 .28 3 .05 .05 .23 .26 .27 .25 4

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+5 +1.1 +44 +67 +.4 +73 -3 +8.4 +8 +16 +11 +.3 +25 +.15 +.17 +.038
+17.02 +42.67 +16.61 +78.66

.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05

TRAIT
ePD
ACC

CeD Bw ww Yw Yh sC DoC hP Cem milk hd/Dts mw mh Cw marB rea Fat C/U Pg $en $w $F $B

+2 +3.4 +44 +81 +.6 +.90 +9 +12.2 +6 +23 0 -2 +.2 +35 +.32 +.28 +.015 0
+4.51 +41.13 +25.92 +99.75

.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .34 .05 .05 .05 .05 0 .05 .05 .17 .21 .22 .21 0

CalvinG
EASE

CalvinG
EASE

Emulation N Bar 5522
N Bar Primrose 2424

N Bar Moderation 9955
N Bar Blackbird 2394
Emulation N Bar 5522
N Bar Primrose 2424

N Bar Moderation 9955
N Bar Kinochtry Beauty 2414
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Breed

CHRISMAN	CATTlE	SERVICES
Travis	&	Kelli	Chrisman
72454 Ave. 341
Wauneta,	NE	69045
www.chrismancattleservices.com


